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ANTARCTIC

Flying Laboratory Leaves for the Antarctic

An I1-18D aircraft, which left yesterday from Pulkovo 
airport, will be making a transcontinental flight to the 
Molodezhnaya Antarctic station along the route Leningrad - 
Aden - Maputu. The plane is delivering a new polar team 
and mail to the frozen continent. This flight marks the 
beginning of the 36th Soviet Antarctic Expedition. The 
main task of the present program is to study the 
sub-glacial relief in shore areas of the Antarctic from 
Molodezhnaya to the area of the Novolazarevskaya station.
The I1-18D will be used as a kind of flying laboratory.
Since American scientists will be carrying out observations together with Soviet researchers, in late October the plane 
will fly to the American station McMurdo. Operating from 
there, scientists from the two countries will conduct a 
number of flights over the Ross Ice Shelf and 
Trans-Antarctic mountains.

Following completion of its research program the 
aircraft will return to Leningrad in the second half of 
November.

Sovetskaya Rossiya
10 October 1990 
Page 5 (full text)

ENVIRONMENT

Industrial Pollution Brings Karelian Region to 
Brink of Environmental Disaster

A large group of specialists has arrived from 
Moscow to study the most ecologically disadvantaged region 
of Karelia - near the cities of Segezha and Nadvoitsy. 
Industrial emissions, especially from the local pulp and
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paper combine and the Nadvoitsy aluminum 
brought the region to the brink of 
Comprehensive studies to analyze the 
soil are planned for

plant, have
environmental disaster, 

water, atmosphere and 
an area of 1200 square kilometres.

Vodnyi transport 
13 October 1990 
page 1 (full text)

City of Archangel Declared a Nuclear-Free Zone

. - _A session of the city soviet has decided todeclare Archangel a nuclear free zone. From now on, all 
enterprises, organizations and citizens are forbidden to 
manufacture, import, transport or place any goods or
n? fïiai^C°nt!ini?g radi°a?tive elements within the limits 
f without permission from the Archangel Councilof people s Deputies. All existing sources of radioactive 

radiation are subject to compulsory registration with 
Committee on Nature Protection. the

Gudok
25 October 1990 
Page 1 (full text)

Dumping of Chemical WastesHazardous T-------- at Krasnyi Bor PotentallyHazardous to Leningrad and NeaTbv Communities
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Nobody knows what chemical reaction might occur 
there or how it might endanger not only the nearby villages 
and towns but also the multi-million population of 
Leningrad. And meanwhile, the range is giving off 
poisonous vapours. In the village of Krasnyi Bor, which is only 2 kilometres from the site, poultry are dying and 
children are becoming ill.

Gudok
30 October 1990 
Page 1 (full text)

Details of a Nuclear Test In the Novaya Zemlya Area

Of course, I would prefer to report that the wish 
had come true which all of us who participated in one 
experiment to monitor underground nuclear blasts had 
written on the seismogram that captured the underground 
echo of an event half way round the world from us: "Let's 
hope it's the last."

This was in 1986 at the Northern Kazakhstan 
Seismographic Station. I have kept this document all this 
time, even though our hopes have not been fully realized. 
This year alone the USA has already tested seven new types 
of nuclear weapons ; France has tested four, and China two. 
Up to this time the Soviet Union has not tested any.

Let's be frank, however awkward that may seem. To 
go on being "silent" under these conditions would mean 
falling behind in the modern level of armaments and would 
place the security of the country at risk. But it is also 
easy to predict that the reaction to this event, both 
abroad and in our own country, will be mixed. And, as has 
become normal of late, it will give rise to all sorts of 
conjectures and rumours. For that reason, basing myself on 
the increasingly strong principles of "glasnost", I 
requested permission to witness the blast, if possible, so 
that I could report honestly on everything that I saw and 
heard.
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+ 0n this first occasion the closet T
^;,e:nnr^Lofticf °f 1
besides rhos^^T1 
prepared the test, 
were to come in 
nuclear testing 
new acquaintances

could get to 
Zolotukhin, 

ns. Also present
For ??UP sPecialists who had p°r 1 f was here that all nf 4->,~ ^ concerning events on m t^le dataranae Tn 1 ?njthe Novaya Zemlya

9 . In the period before "zero hour" my 
particularly talkative Ywere not

It's easy to understand why- thPir

surrounding it which arP enn Splf automatic system 
information on pressure rad?at t0,?ive theand othe? resulti of thenh,d\reCtl°n of 
external remote automated radi^M^1 '' an? on the 
as "Tunets " (tunny-fish). And of^n^^^^9 system known comrades - the theory t -i i A^d'.°t course, on their
designed "the product" and^h!^1 StS ' th® peoPle who 
now on Novaya Zemlya 'with thp range Personnel - who are helicopter sli ft lightly oïf tL^0^ °f "Zero hour" 
full alert- for if offi_the ground and ships
evacuated immediately7 A^eano^8 the people must be

EFF rtS‘Æ : S “ "waiting for the weather at 
radioactive cloud

focused on 
mountain where

on the
experimenters

current,

are on

already been 
rfasons, including , , The wind mustout to sea if it should

sea. carry a 
suddenly develop.

"Silence, says the admiral. "Fire!"
And after several minutes have elapsed we hearreport : the
"Test successful. Initial data indicatenormal." situation

"topside"Thep!dmiral n°W bU5ies himself 
topside . People are tellinghey are examining data from

helicopters are circling above
atmospheric parameters,
equipped aircraft is

with
me that on the 

numerous
reports to
testing rangesensors, thatthe mountain 

above them, 
same thing.

measuring 
a speciallyand, 

doing the
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And now comes the detailed report. From all the
data I choose that which is most important for the moment : 
the level of radioactivity is no higher than the natural 
background.

"Did you hear that?" the admiral asks. "That is a 
routine report. It hasn't been touched up for the press, 
as some people like to accuse us of doing. Clearly, of 
course, a military testing range is not a place to go for 
an evening stroll. We have some specially designated 
protected zones there which, incidentially, are mainly left 
over from above-ground tests. But I and other comrades 
here served on the range for several years and raised 
children here. You can't imagine that we are enemies to 
ourselves and would have kept silent if the radiation 
situation had got out of control."

"Yes, I understand the concern of the people in 
the areas closest to the testing range," he continues.
"The environmental situation there is worrying. But you 
have to make a distinction, surely, between the effects of 
the testing range and careless economic activity. And 
finally, I'd like to say one more thing. The uninvited 
Greenpeace expedition to Novaya Zemlya - much to their own 
surprise, apparently - has confirmed our data about the 
level of radiation there."

"Now consider Los Angeles, a city of millions, 
which is located 500 kilometres from test sites in Nevada.
The resort town of Las Vegas is only 100-160 kilometres

Even so, this proximity doesn't cause the residents
Murmansk is 920 kilometres from

away.
and tourists any concerns.

Archangel is 1100 kilometres away, and
And still they constantly

our range.
Naryan-Mar 620 kilometres away, 
suspect us of something..."

"So maybe the testing range should be opened to
Let them seerepresentatives from neighbouring regions? 

with their own eyes what the situation is like there?"
"We're doing just that. A group of people's 

deputies will be flying out there in the coming days, 
you want to fly along with us and examine the situation 
there following the test?"

Do
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Of course I want to. 
be directly from Noyaya Zemlya. And so, the next report will

Pravda
26 October 1990
Pages 1 and 6 (full text)

Loud Echo of a "Silent" Blast

As has become the custom since the "npr-i nri
;»??AedntheW£oHo„i„ga^=rt0'e^ylSt^etentlre maSS 
TASS channels. "On icLSe? 24 «9^ ”t ^"nn1^6'3 throu9h
Soviet3!] Underground test wa^ conducted ^"the08"0"
explosion^*™ tor^f^e^en^and^r JlT"'

s“aaLtfo1 31 Verfyi"9 thS
S» h ï s e?s rs-» The sltuation in*the

At the very least this last
, To be frank,Chernobyl has been suffering from 

nuclear - is skeptical.

explosionMandS!L°"s£itu:t?^8t„Mchhha2 Se ***
"normal" without presenting any evïde”. ILTr.™» ■ a v

These are some of the Lestinn= ^ h dld the^ 
flooding into the editors. 9 that soon began

sentence raises a 
the public — which since 

an allergy to things
number of questions.

do it?

A telegram was received at Izvestiv*. 
explosion has been set off on the Novaya Zemlyaresidents of the village of Amderma were warJed about th. 
explosion with admirable timeliness a .a... -, bout theafter it happened... Weathefana^seVindLa^e " ^ 
underground nuclear explosions “e
being carried to the 
and the Yamal Peninsula... forecaster, deputy of the

"A nuclear 
range. The

that
could result in fallout

the Yugorskii Peninsula 
(Signed) - Ganchurin, 

village soviet."

Nentsy tundra,
weather
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The echo from this event has even reached the 
Nikolai Vorontsov, Chairman of the USSR Statecapital.

Committee on the Environment (Goskompriroda), addressed a 
session of the RSFSR Supreme Soviet.

"As a matter of fact," he noted, "the Soviet Union 
has not officially declared any sort of moratorium. So 
this explosion does not constitute a violation, from the 
legal point of view. Over a period of 11 months the USSR 
did not test any nuclear weapons either on the 
Semipalatinsk or the Novaya Zemlya ranges. It is also 
known that local authorities in the Archangel Oblast have repeatedly expressed their protests against conducting 
tests on Novaya Zemlya."

After this followed a sensational admission by the 
"I wish to declare that the environmentalofficial :

protection agencies were given no advance notice of the 
impending nuclear weapon test and we did not monitor the 
situation in any way."

Mr. Vorontsov also expressed his opinion that such 
explosions could be dangerous for the environment.

"I hope," he said, "that there has been no 
substantial increase in the radiation level as a result of 
this test. We do know, however, that Novaya Zemlya has 
suffered substantial damage as result of a series of 
nuclear explosions... The governments of northern 
countries have appealed to us more than once not to conduct 
such tests there. Of course, we are hampered by the fact 
that the Americans continue to test nuclear weapons at the 
Nevada test site. This is a fact. But it is also a fact 
the tests in North America are being carried out with the 
agreement of local officials in the State of Nevada. As 
for Novaya Zemlya, there has been no such agreement from 
authorities in the Archangel Oblast or from the parliament 
or government of Russia."

What other threats do we face from these 
explosions? At the present time there are successful 
developments in cooperation between the USSR and northern 
countries, an agreement in principle has been reached on obtaining a highly favourable, virtually interest-free



credit for converting a number of large 
environmental clean facilities. To p 
are talking about half a billion (') do 
investments in the industry of Murmansk

enterprises 
t it bluntly 
lars Oblast.in

into 
, we

0n M°nday," Mr. Vorontsov noted with
delegatira^ith1 ai"-t? meet' as the head of a Soviet 
delegation, with ministers of the environment of
countries and bank representatives in Helsinki
discussing there their environmental
problems of the Baltic Sea
imagine how
a nuclear test.

northern 
We will be

assistance in solvinq , and the North. You can just
are going to look at this meeting followingwe

...... ^ conciusion, the Chairman of Goskompriroda
stated. I am absolutely convinced that tnis nuclear t^t- is just one more attack on the President from th^ 
ill tary-mdus trial complex . I don't envv Mikhail
!tlllTnC^h0 Supposed to receive the Nobel Prize 
Peace in Oslo m December. How will he look at this
meeting now that these tests have been conducted?"

Unfortunately, we can give no clear 
question. But the parliamentarians of 
their response, the essence of which is 
practice of "silent" explosions.

for

answer to this 
preparedRussia have

a ban on the

Izvestiya
26 October 1990 
Page 2 (full text)

In the Central Arctic a Mounting Wave of Public 
Radioactivity

Protests
Over All Forms of

At a recent meeting in Dudinka 
"All of these ships, aircraft someone was heard 

and helicopters are 
contamination."

to say:
potential carriers of radioactive

Residents of this arctic 
against the existence of 
Zemlya.

« nuclearP?“ui™ ^v“"9

8

H 
C
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The Atomic Spectre of Novaya Zemlya.
1989 Dudinka and Norilsk were suddenly swamped with rumours 
that radioactive potatoes were being unloaded from the 
motor vessel "Yurii Arshenevskii", which was currently docked in Dudinka.
the ship has passed close to Novaya Zemlya while nuclear 
tests were being conducted there and had received a heavy 
dose of radiation.
from the okrug sanitation and epidemiological station 
conducted a joint check : dosimeters showed a normal 
radioactive level.

In October

The reason for this was said to be that

Local newspaper people and personnel

But as it turned out, the rumours were not 
The "Yurii Arshenevskii" had indeed encounteredunfounded.

radioactive fallout following a nuclear blast on the Novaya 
Zemlya nuclear testing range, but this had happened a year 
earlier.
cannot be excluded that radioactive contamination could be 
"delivered" by ships, planes or helicopters to Dudinka, 
Norilsk, Dikson and to towns of the Taimyr.

Still, these explosions are continuing and it

Novaya Zemlya was converted into a nuclear test 
range in 1954. The archipelago's aboriginal inhabitants - 
the Nentsy - were not consulted. it is true, of course, 
that the famous Nenets Tyko Vylka, "President of Novaya 
Zemlya", signed a paper giving approval in the name of the 
town soviet, but everyone understands how these things were done in those days. The nuclear testing range occupies 
90,200 square kilometres, of which 55,000 are on land (the 
entire archipelago occupies an area of 83,000 square 
kilometres). More than a hundred tests have been conducted 
there.

Now, as a result of sharp public protests it is 
being proposed that some of the nuclear explosions be 
transferred from the Semipalatinsk test site to Novaya 
Zemlya. The Ministry of Defence is seeking to calm the 
protesting inhabitants of the Nentsy Autonomous Okrug and 
adjoining arctic regions with assurances about the safety 
of the Novaya Zemlya range and with promises about 
additional measures to protect the public. In response there has sprung up the broad-based popular movement "For a 
Nuclear Free North", and in Archangel the committee "Novaya 
Zemlya - Nevada" has been created. Protest meetings have 
been held in Archangel, Salekhard, Naryan-Mar, Dudinka, Norilsk and other populated centres.
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?he M^S ° the Scandinavian countries are alsothe possibiïitv nr?13"3', r example' are speaking about 
SovilTUnionIf complete break in relations with the 
Zemlya U f there are more nuclear tests
alarmed.

on Novaya

question°of^theS•Counail Minis^'r^examinf the*
question of the impact of Novaya Zemlya
neighbouring regions and to produce
draft legislationSafety.

USSR
nuclear tests on 

by the end of 1990, on the Use of Atomic Energy and Nuclear

Barge Carrier - "The Flying Dutchman". 
summer of last year the residents of Dudinka strongly 
objected to a visit to their port by the new nuclear 
powered icebreaker "Taimyr", which was designed fir
linP ™-°n riV6r P°rtion of the Murmansk - Dudinka
It ' ThlS came as a complete surprise to the directors of 
lit JJurmans* Maritime Steamship Line and the Ministry of 
the Maritime Fleet, who had learned nothing from their 
recent unpleasant experience with the first 
transport vessel,

In the

nuclear poweredthe "Sevmorput".

sss‘5^=«iS~~“'2r
Boeino"^tvnp^asubmerged rocks, or being struck by a 

eing ^type airplane. It has ingenious "fail-safe devices. The nuclear installation shuts itself 
event something" should happen. off in- the

... N°ne of this was known to the residents of

from Odessa to Vietnam,
when

headed in thei/dîrecti^'’9 Being 
strongly affected by the Chernobyl traaedv j Be*nf
that the "Sevmorput" be prohibited from entering thei? 
ports. it was also refused entry to the Chukotka Egvekinot. The losses, which amounted to hundreds of 
thousands of rubles, were mounting when thev .journalists and representatives of “e public JoPy V ^ 
aboard, who became convinced that the ship 
ecologically sound.

port of

come 
was safe and
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The Taimyr Against the "Taimyr". Nuclear powered 
icebreakers have been visiting Dikson seaport for 30 years 
and there hasn't been a single accident during this time. 
But this fact did not convince the inhabitants of the 
Taimyr Autonomous Okrug, who were quick to dub the nuclear powered "Taimyr" a "floating Chernobyl". The people were 
assured that the icebreaker was safe: that the physics and 
design of its reactor totally precluded a Chernobyl type 
accident. And how will a transport link be assured between 
villages on the two shores of the river, which are 
separated by an icebreaker channel in winter? Agriculture 
in the obrug is suffering millions of rubles in losses 
every year as a result of this.

Under pressure from the public, the Okrug Party 
Committee and the Okrug Executive Committee took the 
decision not to permit the "Taimyr" to penetrate inside the 
Taimyr region without comprehensive scientific study of the 
possible consequences. A high-level delegation of 
specialists from the Taimyr region and Krasnoyarsk were 
dispatched to Murmansk and conducted an environmental 
assessment of the vessel. They signed a protocol about 
studying the possible consequences of operating the 
"Taimyr" on the Enisei and about studies, financed by the 
Ministry of the Maritime Fleet and the concern "Norilskii 
Nikel", on the winter navigation season and its impact on 
the environment and economy of the Taimyr Autonomous 
Okrug. In December permission was given for the icebreaker 
to make one trial run to Dudinka, where a large number of 
residents were allowed to come aboard and tour the ship. 
Permission was then given for the "Taimyr" to make test 
runs on the Enisei.

Shortly thereafter, however, under the prevailing 
difficult ice conditions in the Kara Sea, the nuclear 
powered icebreakers "Sibir" and "Taimyr" collided, although 
their operational state was not affected. And then, early 
in 1990 the Taimyr residents forwarded a demand to the USSR 
Supreme Soviet : although the design of the nuclear powered 
vessel limits the chances of an accident to one in a 
million, such an accident could happen - there being no 
guarantees to the contrary - and for that reason it was 
necessary to ban the use of nuclear powered ships on the 
Enisei until the results of comprehensive, authoritative 
and independent studies had been received.
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Four Minutes of Nuclear Danaer Tho f^

?- îî-tü.”^ raai^SîURïri?£Ele

The principal cause was human error m 4->,0

al servlces result in a high turneve? i^ skuied
strike within"thennu“eartnieted TOeas^W°"i;OUhWarnln9 
committees were not dismissed, 'on September^" 1990^the
SorC^arnPLWaerLdujrbr?hJrtSiL9ajhn t0 * «e 
ch:aud:di^^"cS; ™^--rs.rw
stoppage and threaten^tô 2h«adownatheYreactorsrïhe 
day li the government did not meet their demands. - - 

order signed satisfying the

At
pay and

personnel.

Only
seamen's demands.then was an

, Willy-nilly, ice reconnaissance
from Murmansk who operate from nuclear 
also among the strikers.

helicopter crews 
powered ships were

Of the NorïhirniSe^tou^°?seunthin^blfUrtï;r exFloltati°n 
powered icebreakers f>,0 • linkable without nuclear~F..';".tei-;se:ei:EEB:h,F"nuclear ships are being placed in service which 
obsolescent even before construction is are

complete.
X-rays of the Enisei. 1 Glasnns-t-' „ ,, ,residents °f Krasnoyarsk to suddenly discover that th® 

construction was underway nearby on a .nhurr site for liquid radioactive wastes (in thî f * storagebeneath the Enisei) and on a chemical iiotope"^^/ 
reprocessing spent nuclear reactor slugs P pl nt 
stormy public protests construction ’ 
cancelled in 1989.

for
In response to 

was halted, and then
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This is the so-called Building Site No 27. It is 
located near a city which was closed to the public until 
recently and which journalists have dubbed "Atomgrad". The 
main industry here is nuclear. Cooling water in the 
once-through nuclear reactors of the mining and chemical combine passes through a radioactive zone and is then 
discharged into the Enisei. For over 30 years this 
radioactive water, although treated according to standards, 
has been contaminating the river. Although specialists at 
the mining and chemical combine claim that the industrial 
effluents represent no serious danger for the Enisei and 
organisms in the river, gamma radiation in the river 
exceeds background levels by a factor of 6 to 8.

A little over 400 kilometers downstream on the 
Enisei radioactivity has been found to be up to 100 
microroentgens per hour (the natural background radiation 
is 10 - 15 microroentgens). In the vicinity of Lesosibirsk 
and Eniseisk the background radiation exceeds normal 
background levels by 10 to 14-fold. In these same areas, 
and further downstream, radioactive unconsolidated silty 
deposits have been found to be widespread.

All of this was determined by two fact-finding 
expeditions involving specialists from Leningrad, the 
Krasnoyarsk Research Centre, and the State Committee for 
the Environment (Goskompriroda). The lower reaches of the 
Enisei have not been examined as yet.

Yes, production of nuclear charges at the mining 
and chemical combine has ended, and the facility has 
converted to production of fuel for nuclear power 
stations. Two industrial reactors must be withdrawn from 
service in 1995, and a third in the year 2000. And the operating levels of the reactors have been reduced by 20% 
of the capacity. But the silty deposits downstream in the 
Enisei are reaching radioactive levels of 600-800 microroentgens, and at times 1000 or more.

As early as 1972 an American ship found 
radionuclides inside the 12-mile zone of the Kara Sea. 
According to specialists, these fragmentary data lead one 
to conclude that radioactive sandy-silty sediments can be 
expected in the floodplain of the Enisei over a distance of 
more than 2500 kilometers.
environmental study of the radioactivity in the entire 
Enisei River basin.

What is needed is extensive



Environmental pollution is a problem which 
constantly clouds our relations with Finland and certain 
other northern countries. Various estimates indicate 
a third of the forests in the vast expanses of could perish from harmful emissions f!rom the Kola 
Peninsula. ot so long a o, when environmental " 
was not in f vour m our ountry, all of the spec 
arguments an the calls f om politicians in this 
neighbouring country were met merely with optimistic 
assurances. In admitting the truth to the Finns to the Norwegians and Swedes, we admitted it first 
foremost to ourselves. We admitted it ,0ver 500,000 tonnes of sulphur dioxides are disch°rri51^d’ 
the atmosphere every year by enterprises of Nikel^nd 
Monchegorsk alone. All of these death-dealino oi a poisoning first of all our land, our peoplj 9 louds

that

and then 
and

areA report
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residents of the Krasnoyarsk 
e nature of hostages of two unseen nuclear monsters

icebr^kerrand"LtaV? the,ostensiblV safe nuclear powered 
icebreakers and actual nuclear blasts on the Novaya Zemlva
lrllnnLravge\ BeMnd is the remote Atomgrad near Y
Krasnoyarsk, whose radioactive industrial
carried by the Enisei all the

northland are in
In

wastes are being way to the Kara Sea.

Vozdushnyi transport 
4 October 1990 
Page 3 (full text)

Scandinavian Countries Open Major T.inc of Credit 
for Use in Atmospheric cie^n Up on Kola Peninsula

notifié Z* Minister Ham Holkeri of Finland has 
notified his colleagues - the heads of the governments of 
Norway and Sweden - about agreements reached inprotection0"111 h^ ^ ^ Sphere °f environmental 
protection. It has been confirmed that these
will give us a major joint credit worth
Finnish marks to clean

Helsinki
government s 

up to 3 billion up the air on the Kola Peninsula.
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entitled "There Are No Boundaries in the Environment"
(Izvestiya no. 233) spoke about unacceptable delays in 
practical implementation of environmental agreements signed 
during M.S. Gorbachev's visit to Finland last year.

Implementation of these agreements will require 
enormous financial resources. And these resources have now been found. Considering the serious environmental 
situation in our country and our own interests first of all 
(the environment truly does not know any boundaries!) 
Finland, Norway and Sweden will give us credits, as Mr. 
Holkeri stated, on extremely favourable terms. The premier 
promised to "open the parentheses" later when specialists 
begin implementing the decisions adopted at the political 
level.

One of the enterprises - "Pechenga-Nikel" (whose 
emissions total 270,000 to 280,000 tonnes of sulphur 
dioxides per year) - is to undergo radical reconstruction, 
based on technology developed by the Finnish firm 
"Outokumpu" which has been adopted in 36 countries, 
including Japan and the USA.
"Norilsk-Nikel" is a business partner of "Outokumpu". 
favourable conditions involve using nickel - the finished product of the renovated combine - to repay the credits.

According to Olaf Urvas, director of the 
"Outokumpu" combine, there is a feeling of confidence that 
sulphur emissions at "Pechenga-Nikel" will be reduced by a 
factor of almost 15 by 1994, as planned.

The Soviet concern
The

The Finnish technology will also be implemented 
for a portion of the production in Monchegorsk, and the 
emissions there will be greatly reduced as a result.

Mr. Urvas emphasized that the firm used to merely 
supply equipment to the USSR and supervise installation. Now, reciprocal deliveries will bind the metallurgical 
workers of the two countries even more closely. The firm 
actively sought this order. But the dimensions of the work 
that lies ahead are a little daunting : how will all of this 
be managed?

"We know the foreign trade organizations of the 
USSR quite well," Mr. Urvas confided in me. 
negotiations that lie ahead will be very complicated, 
we hope that the deal will nevertheless be mutually 
advantageous and profitable."

"The
But
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that we hfd”sta«ed1toafoîgetn9 ^ Soviet-Fi""lsh 
joint projects.

relations, about - a dimensionality insiqned at the in1-f0r th<2 Soviet Part the agreement was signed at the intergovernmental level by V. Doguzhiev
chairman of the USSR Council of Ministers' State Commission 
on Emergency Situations. It was emphasized that the two "a^urap^taken as^their starting point the necL^y o?
„ u^9ent cleanup of the environment in the 
Kola Peninsula. region of the

Izvestiya
10 October 1990 
Page 4 (full text)

OIL AND GAS

Novosibirsk Begins Receiving Gas Piped from Tyumen Fields

Novosibir°*n p !n?r:L^te^^rente?arS“s in the

northern deposits of Western Siberia to the industrial 
centres in the southern parts of the region. The 
underground line begins in Surgut and passes throuah Tvn.pn
Kuzbass^* Fr°m Novosibirsk ifc wil1 be extended to^he7

t;he

It was not the fault of the gas field wnrVpr= the southern regions of Western Siberia were for manv th 
under supplied with natural gas. Novosibirsk Oblast7 for” 
example, received only 10-15% of the "blue fuel" it
sh:?tagesRofagas?SldentS' “ •»««* fro.
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With the startup of the new pipeline the rate of 
gasification will pick up. Plans call for laying 
approximately 1500 kilometers of gas lines in rural 
and to bring the fuel to 250 populated centres. areas

Sovetskaya Russiya 
9 October 1990 
Page 4 (full text)

SOCIOLOGICAL ISSUES

Trade Union Conference on Socioeconomic Conditions 
in the North Beginning to Bear Fruit

The RSFSR Council of Ministers, in carrying out 
the decisions of the Murmansk Regional Trade Union 
Conference on Social and Economic Problems of the North, 
has adopted the decree: "On the Regulations for Compensating Citizens Living in the North."

In commenting on this event, V.I. Romanov, chairman of the commission which is monitoring 
implementation of the decisions of the Murmansk conference, 
deputy chairman of the Federation of Independent Trade 
Unions of Russia and People's Deputy of the USSR, stated: 
"This is one of the first concrete results of the 
constructive dialogue between the trade union centre and the government of Russia."

But this doesn't mean that the decree will solve 
all of the problems of the North. Work on these problems 
is continuing. For example, under the leadership of Yu. 
Skokov, First Deputy Chairman of the RSFSR Council of 
Ministers, the commission has virtually completed the work 
of preparing a draft of the RSFSR Council of Ministers' 
resolution: "On Measures to Regulate Economic and Social 
Relations in Northern Regions of the RSFSR during the 
period of the transition to a market." Among those active
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the commission monitoring fulfillment of .e”ber? °fMurmansk conference, traie üiio“^S Soviet ^rtîr's a^d"
ifïHtefto£ï°m NOrthern regions and the EasI! Thé àrîft 

slated to be reviewed during the first days of NoveïSfJ.
In addition, to continue work 

of the North a decision has been taken 
stage of an inter-regional 
and economic problems of
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskii.

on solving problems 
to hold the second 

trade union conference 
the North on November on social 

21-22 in

Sovetskaya Rossiya 
27 October 1990 
Page 3 (full text)

TRANSPORT-RAIL

Some Details of the Abandoned Salekhard IgarkaPailroad Construction Project

When you look at it from a helicopter it antraIkwélîirs'VP t0 date " rails, semapho?^' 
trackwaikers houses. But once you have landed
close you see the devastation 
there is

stations, 
and come up

. . n° longer anything that
ojf"rater past. For decades the Salekhard - 
Railroad lived a dual existence. It’s as if it 
ut at the same time everybody tried to avoid 

it, speaking only of construction site 501".

past
Igarka
was there, 

mentioning

The idea of a northern trans-Siberian 

incipient ^i^bolrg"? the
ttom ^h;?LIpo^t T^lrtlsTs ÔÎ'rS^'T^

was
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The convicts worked under inhuman conditions - 
terrible cold of winter, midges and mosquitoes in the 
summer - they laid every kilometer of track at the cost of 
their lives.delivered new batches of "enemies of the people", and the 
rails advanced.
here from Salekhard to Nadym, and construction of the 
roadbed had been completed over the entire route.

In good order the machine of repression
By 1953 trains were already travelling

After the death of our "leader and teacher" 
construction was halted and the camps were closed. stands to this day that monument to past years of cruelty and coercion.
ties have rotted, buildings have collapsed, enormous 
quantities of national resources have been squandered.

And so
The rails have been eaten away by rust, the

But no amount of money can be weighed against the 
lives of those who died, nor can it heal the tens of 
thousands of broken destinies. Some sources indicate that 
nearly 100,000 prisoners worked on the construction 
project. How many died, no one knows for sure.

Photos depict a collapsed bridge, ruins of camp 
headquarters, and a camp guard tower.

Gudok
2 October 1990 
Page 3 (full text)

TRANSPORT - WATER

Norwegians Receive Training for Joint Operations on
Northern Sea Route

The day is not far off when foreign merchant 
ships, accompaned by Soviet nuclear-powered icebreakers, will be plying the Northern Sea Route. In September 
regulations were confirmed for foreign ships travelling 
this main arctic thoroughfare. Preparations for joint



'Recently you reported on a visit 
powered icebreaker 'Vaigach' to the Norweaian nuclear
Tromso. But if our arctic nuclear poSerïfv^^^ 
safe and harmless, why are they refusina to see f so
guaranteed ‘ repairs i Finland, VaT»»\epo^teTby^e" *“

of

program '120 Minutes'?

V. Mukhorkin, Semipalatinsk
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iEEYEE::"'*---*-"™™"» “s"”-
This was the first voyage bv fore-inn Cq=> 

western sector of the Northern Sea Route

and back aboard 
Emelyan Pugachev".

on the

about the ^organizing o^tre^h?1*"1 speclalist= learned
BiE they

the Soviet sailors studied ïh^ engine room together with 
between transport shî^^^e^aî^s^rthr^îe^lnd"8 
familiarized themselves with navigational aids ' d 
organization of rescue operations in the Arctic other issues essential for a full Arctic
navigation on the Northern

port, the

the
and many

understanding of
Sea Route.

Vodnyi transport 
23 October 1990 
Page 1 (full text)

Finns Refuse to Accept the Nuclear Powered Tcchrw.v.,.
__vaigach for Guaranteed Repairs ~

(Question)

c -
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At the request of the editors, the question is 
being answered by A. Nemchinov, sector head of the 
icebreaker fleet, Main Administration of Fleet Technical 
Operations and Ship Repair Plants of the Ministry of the Maritime Fleet:

First of all, I want to say that nobody has 
received an official reply from Finnish officials to the 
request of the Murmansk Maritime Steamship Line regarding a 
visit to Helsinki by a nuclear powered vessel of the 
"Taimyr" class, even though such a reply clearly would have been in the negative, 
preparatory work was carried out. 
participating in this work was the Finnish Centre for 
Radiation Safety, the official mandate of which is to 
evaluate the safety of nuclear powered vessels while docked 
in suburbs of Helsinki. Specialists from the Centre 
familiarized themselves directly on board the "Vaigach" 
with the necessary documentation, held discussions with the 
crew, and examined the ship's design first hand. And, by 
the way, the Finns were fully satisfied with the spirit of 
the discussions and with the technical solutions, 
the findings of the Centre and of a number of other 
competent organizations also participating in the review 
were satisfactory. They found the procedures proposed for 
the docking of the nuclear powered vessel to be appropriate and acceptable.

Before making the request, serious Among those

Overall,

But while no mention was made of technical factors 
as reasons for the refusal, the final decision was 
apparently affected by the lack of Finnish standards and 
regulations directly applicable to this particular 
situation. The problem is that Finnish law on nuclear 
energy does not extend to means of transportation.

To the best of my knowledge, the ship's owner, in 
view of the results that have been achieved, is intending 
to continue joint efforts with the Finns in the future to 
arrive at precise solutions relating to visits of nuclear 
powered icebreakers to Finland. There are plans to prepare 
a contract between the steamship Line and the "Masa Yards" 
firm for the servicing of the nuclear powered vessels.There are also discussions about the possibility of joint 
development and publication of information in English 
concerning the safety of nuclear powered vessels of the "Taimyr" class.
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As for the guaranteed repairs, these wi "H apparently be done in Murmansk. Wl11

Vodnyi transport 
11 October 1990 
Page 1 (full text)

Tromso Greets the "Vaigach"

hlHu , The ne” nuclear powered icebreaker "Vaiaach"
““ived

rne aid of the Norwegian fund "ArfeV" ^ ..-u F e our correspondent, the head of <->,0 M * t*le reguest of V. Beletskii, talks aLut th2 evïnt anSk Stea”sMP “„e,

representatives^? toe'stiaMhip1?) n t0 Tr0ms0 ** the 
related to presentation of ^oP , Was' naturally,

was still at sea, and conducted measurements in section. He verified that the necessary Socu^ents ^
certifying that the reactor had been shut 5™ 
hand, following which he issued to the captain th^off • • certificate of permission to enter the port Plans bflclal been made for the icebreaker to be guarded bv ? f hay? for the entire time it is in port. 9 ° d by local Pollce

with

confer.^™;1

and Shipboard visits were organization'ïLti^tideÏÏ^A
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symposium entitled 1 Problems of the Environment and 
Navigational Safety in the Artie1 was arranged for the 
following day.

At the beginning of the symposium the Soviet side 
was invited to speak. I spoke about the prospects for 
operations on the Northern Sea Route and about the status 
of the fleet. V. Shestopalov, Captain of the "Vaigach", 
spoke about the tactics of ice navigation and the 
organization of maritime operations in the Arctic. A. 
Sinyaev, deputy head of the steamship line and responsible 
for facilities, dealt with technical aspects of the use of 
nuclear powered ships."

"And what did people think of our nuclear powered 
fleet, especially the 1Vaigach1, of course?"

"A representative of the Atomic Energy 
Administration emphasized that he had seen a high degree of 
organization and a technically advanced ship, as regards 
solutions to the nuclear problem. But other opinions were 
heard as well, including : 'No matter what, the icebreaker 
should not be permitted to come here.1 But these were 
emotional opinions rather than expert evaluations.

It should be pointed out that one incident did 
occur that requires explanation. In a paper presented by 
some British people it was noted that, according to 
American intelligence, an accident occurred on the nuclear 
power icebreaker 1 Lenin1 in the 1960's with the loss of 30 
lives, and that the ship was then taken out of service for 
several years. Mr. Sinyaev explained what had really 
happened. It was simply that scientists had by that time 
developed a more reliable reactor, and this was installed 
in place of the old one. This did not involve 
accidents. A representative of the movement for nuclear 
free seas, Elsonor 0. Handland, remarked that they had now 
received objective information firsthand and would include 
the explanation in their report.

any

And here's another point of view. At the docks
where the nuclear powered vessel was moored there was a 
demonstration organized by local university youth 
organizations and school children under the banner of
environmental protection, 
chanted 'Go home I

In an orderly fashion they 
We conferred among ourselves and,l I
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together with the captain, decided to invite the
th^°^t^t0rS tD C°me °n board the icebreaker at the end ,
th?=: !o™9;,lA2fS?Hn-aS thiS ”as to them? tit ythrew down all of their signs and hurried onto the ship."

"Are you satisfied with this initial 
the international presentation of powered ship?"

experience in
the Soviet nuclear

"The main result is a new in the public information field. 
Norwegians saw a

breakthrough, primarily 
. F°r the first time thetook Photographs Sf'

newspaper. They saw and come to realize that it 
People came aboard the nuclear powered ship in droves 
for certain, people would not have come if they had been 
fearful of some sort of contamination.

own eyes,
was safe.

And

I feel that meetings of this kind with
' scientists and ordinary people of other 

counties remove the shroud of secrecy from our fleet and establish a sense of reliability, especially as regard? 
radiation safety. We mustn't forget that it is precisely
the’nuclea? fîeet?" decisive £or expanding the use of

authorities

Vodnyi transport
2 October 1990
Page 1 (slightly abridged)

River Shipping on the Enisei; Freight Totals for i990

resounded^ur^hr^nglaïeL^r^^Mas^forih"^^

navigatio^season?8 Cl°Sl"9 the “«.at summer
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"During this time," reported I. Bulav, deputy head 
of the Enisei Steamship line, "we delivered to northerners 
more than a million tonnes of domestic freight, 
approximately 200,000 tonnes of petroleum products, and 
over one and half million tonnes of non-metallic building materials. We took out approximately 700,000 tonnes of 
freight. Although the current navigation season ended at 
the usual time, weather conditions in the Taimyr would have 
allowed us to prolong it for a few days more, and that 
means getting additional income. But this wasn't done 
since power workers of the Krasnoyarsk State Electric 
station will soon be sharply reducing the flow of water out of the man-made sea into the Enisei River. As a result, we 
were forced to leave nine barges in Dudinka for the winter 
and rush our fleet to the south."

And so, river navigation in the lower course of
But the Dudinka seaport is still in 

operation as motorships from Murmansk and Archangel arrive here as before along the Northern Sea Route. 
navigation in the western region of the Arctic has begun.

the Enisei has ended.
Winter

Vodnyi transport 
23 October 1990 
Page 3 (full text)

Declining Profits of Murmansk Steamship Line 
May Affect Building Program for Nuclear Powered Icebreakers

Recent events in Murmansk indicate that two 
problems in the development of the civilan nuclear fleet 
seem to be competing in urgency. Passions are still 
running high around the environmental safety of nuclear 
powered vessels and their support bases and, in parallel, voices are growing steadily louder about the economic 
justification for developing a nuclear fleet. A recent 
conference of the labour collective of the Murmansk 
Steamship Line (MSL) placed the latter issue at the centre 
of the debate. And the tone of the discussion was set by a 
report from V. Beletskii, head of the steamship line : "On Results of the Collective Agreement for the First Half of 
1990."
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its fate, as well as on that of the even more powerful 
"Ural" that is still construction, lies not only with the 
steamship line collective but also with the Ministry of the 
Maritime Fleet and the State as a whole. 
possible solutions to the problem are being looked at. Beletskii reported on these. 
transfer the nuclear fleet to the State budget, and the 
second is to raise the per-ton tax on cargo transported in 
the Arctic.

In Murmansk two
Mr.The first solution is to

No sooner had these proposals been voiced than 
emotions heated up in the hall. I. Domakhin, a conference delegate from the nuclear powered "Arktika" pointed out 
angrily that the nuclear fleet is not the ballast of the 
steamship line but its greatest asset. Thanks to the 
"Arktika", a kind of economic Chernobyl was prevented in 
1983 when 23 cargo ships were frozen in the ice on the 
Northern Sea Route and this threatened to shut down the 
gold fields and the ports of Eastern Siberia, and the very 
survival of cities and towns in this remote region was put 
at risk. Domakhin suggested a rapid opening of the 
Northern Sea Route to foreign ships and the earning of hard currency by having the foreigners pay for their ships to be 
escorted through the ice. Another opponent of the idea of 
transferring the nuclear fleet to the State budget was S. 
Fishov, a delegate from the nuclear powered "Sibir". His 
main argument was that the 2000 crew members of the nuclear 
fleet who would lose their jobs with the steamship line 
would be condemned to the poverty of government support. 
Just as in fact is happening in public education and public 
health. And under these conditions, where is the guarantee 
that the necessary safety of the nuclear fleet would be 
assured? On the other hand, there were also those who 
spoke in favour of transferring the nuclear fleet to the State. A. Chernov from the motorship "Kapitan Vodenko", 
for example, reminded the delegates that the economic might 
of the steamship line rests with the transport fleet, while 
all other ships, including the nuclear powered ones, play 
only a supporting role...

The opponents were definitely in agreement on one 
Only through the economic autonomy of the steamshipthing.line is it possible to achieve a more rational solution to 

its financial and other problems, including those relating 
to the nuclear fleet, 
the situation regarding opening the Northern Sea Route for

Beletskii, in particulr, clarified
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